Hybrid HD™
Microphones and
Hybrid XLR Adapter
“Hybrid is defined as a mix of two things
to form one. The goal is to gain some
advantage that neither of the two originals
could achieve alone.”
Perfect for environments requiring a permanent, powered audio solution, Revolabs’
Hybrid HD™ microphones and Hybrid XLR
adapter bring all the advantages of both
wired and wireless microphone solutions
to the conference table. With the wired Hybrid
microphones and XLR adapters permanently
located around the conference table, all the
guesswork is taken out of microphone
placement to maximize audio pick up. No
matter how long a meeting may last, the
Hybrid microphones and XLR adapters will be
powered. However, if it’s the freedom and
flexibility of a wireless solution users are

after, the Hybrid HD microphones and XLR
adaptor can be easily removed from the
power source and placed where required
around the table. If a microphone that has
been disconnected from the power source
loses its charge, simply connect the microphone to one of the power sources around the
table and continue your meeting.
Offering simple plug-and-play functionality,
the Revolabs Hybrid HD microphones and XLR
adapter greatly simplify the administration
and installation of audio systems in any room.
Power is often readily available at a conference room table, and the wireless audio
connection ensures that installers do not have
to run new microphone cable. By functioning
with power, as well as wirelessly, Revolabs’
Hybrid microphones and XLR adapter provide

unprecedented ease of use for unfamiliar
users. There is no need for them to set up the
microphones to begin the meeting or return
them to a charger tray after the meeting has
concluded.
Designed specifically for Revolabs HD
wireless audio systems, the Hybrid HD microphones and XLR adapter utilize “Designed for
Speech” HD audio technology, providing
crystal-clear audio so users can hear
every word. Integrated RF Armor™ technology makes audio impervious to GSM noise
from cell phones, avoiding unwanted audio
interference. To keep meetings private, the
microphones
feature secure 128-bit
encryption technology.

Revolabs Offers the Following Hybrid Products for the HD Line

Revolabs Hybrid Omni-Directional Tabletop Microphone
With a 360-degree audio input, this microphone is great for picking up audio around a meeting or conference
table. With an audio pickup of 12 feet in diameter, several microphones can be placed on a longer table or in
a larger room to pick up the speech of all participants. The Hybrid Omni-Directional Tabletop Microphone
comes complete with a power supply and can be plugged in for immediate use.

Revolabs Hybrid Directional Tabletop Microphone
With a reduced audio pickup of 135 degrees, this microphone is perfect for placement in front of a panel or
along a larger table to pick up one to three participants’ speech in a meeting. The Hybrid Directional Tabletop
Microphone comes complete with a power supply.

Revolabs Hybrid XLR Adapter for Gooseneck Microphones
The Revolabs Hybrid XLR adapter for Gooseneck microphones allows for the easy installation of Gooseneck
microphones in any room without having to run audio wires. Any dynamic Gooseneck microphone (sold
separately) with an XLR connection can now be connected to a Revolabs Hybrid XLR adapter for audio
coverage. The Hybrid XLR adapter makes it easy to equip a boardroom, podium, training room, or other space
with gooseneck microphones without the hassle of adding audio wire to the room. Available for order now,
shipping November 2012.

Hybrid 4 – Multi-Microphone Power Adapter Kit

Power Adapter Kit

Sold separately, the Hybrid 4 – Multi-Microphone Power Adapter Kit provides users the ability to power up to
4 Hybrid microphones from only one power supply, thus reducing the number of power outlets required for
your Hybrid microphone solution. Available for order now, shipping November 2012.

BENEFITS
Superior Audio Quality
Wideband frequency response provides high
definition audio delivering spoken word clarity

Wireless Freedom with Wired
Reliability
Permanent placement of microphones gives
users the reliability of a constantly powered
microphone. Users requiring additional flexibility of microphone placement can take the
microphones out of the power supply and
place them where they are needed

No More Cell Phone Buzz
RF Armor™ technology lets microphones
operate cleanly even when in direct contact
with other wireless electronic devices

Secure
128-bit encryption prevents unwanted listeners
from listening in

Taking the Guesswork out of Audio

HYBRID MICROPHONES
Radio Frequency

North and South America: 1920 to 1930 MHz
India, Middle East, and Europe: 1880 to 1900 MHz (DECT EU)

RF Shield
Encryption
Battery
Battery Life (Talk Time)
Mute Button
LED Indicator
Adapter
Bandwidth

No cell phone interference due to RF Armor™ technology
128-bit proprietary
Lithium Polymer
Up to 8 hours
For muting and pairing
For mute status, pairing, and battery charge
500 mA, 5V DC; power supply included
50-14,000 Hz

HYBRID XLR ADAPTER
Radio Frequency

North and South America: 1920 to 1930 MHz
India, Middle East, and Europe: 1880 to 1900 MHz (DECT EU)

Encryption
Battery
Battery Life (Talk Time)
Connector
Audio Bandwidth

128-bit proprietary
Lithium Polymer
Up to 8 hours
3 pin XLR Female for use with dynamic microphones only
50-14,000Hz
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